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Marketplace is where agents and brokerages can find everything else they need for their entire real estate experience.
Purpose-built in collaboration with the real estate industry and the best and brightest in the tech world, Marketplace
features a variety of upstream and downstream services that agents and brokerages can plug and play into their Lone Wolf
transaction solution for an unrivaled customer experience.

MEET OUR MARKETPLACE PARTNERS
And this is just the tip of the iceberg. Every month, we’re adding new partners to our Marketplace to cover every stage of a transaction.

Get clients moving. Literally.

The right tenant, the right way.

Right from Transactions (zipForm Edition),
agents and brokerages can send clients
branded invitations to a concierge service
that saves them months (or years) of
updating addresses. Everything happens
in minutes—at no cost to the agent,
brokerage, or client.

With instant access to tenant screening
reports right in their transaction
management, agents get a new lease
on leasing. Agents can start screening
applicants in no time, attach reports to
specific transactions, and limit their liability
all in one place.

Help agents become
household names.
Give agents the power to build local
targeted ad campaigns right from their
Transactions solution with this integration.
From promoting listings to creating brand
awareness, agents can create custom ads
to find new clients—and keep them coming
back for more.

TITLE INSURANCE
So long, paper checks.
Hello, digital.

Coming soon to a transaction
near you.

When digital transactions meet secure
digital trust/escrow, the home buying
becomes that much easier for clients.
This integration brings earnest money
deposits into Transactions, so clients can
submit directly to the transaction from
anywhere—even the comfort of their
couch.

This one-of-a-kind plug-in means soon,
agents will be able to manage title ordering
right from their transaction management.
Agents can submit orders, communicate
with title agents, and track received
documents—all within a transaction.

Agents:
Manage your money—your way.

Agent expenses
that track themselves.

With on-demand advances delivered
within an hour, agents can access their
commissions when they need them, even
before the sale closes. Plus, automatic
repayment at closing means no extra bills
rolling in after the fact.

Gone are the days of manually tracking
expenses and claiming deductions. This
upcoming integration pulls information
from transaction management to
give agents an automatic way to track
everything from expenses to mileage—plus,
tax estimates and finance tips included.

Full disclosure
right in a transaction.
Agent dealing with a home in a
natural hazard zone? This upcoming
addition means agents can order the
right disclosure forms from within a
transaction—and it automatically fills in
all the fields with information from the
transaction.

Agents: Give clients a 360° view.
If a picture’s worth a thousand words,
imagine how much a virtual tour is worth.
With this integration, agents can give
clients a full view of a listing through highquality virtual tours, 3D floorplans, 360°
photos, and more—created using their own
pictures.

Help clients get the best rates on
home insurance.

Keep clients protected at every
stage of the sale.

Most clients want to find the best rates
on home insurance—but don’t have
time for comparison shopping. With
this integration, agents can help clients
compare policies from over 40 carriers
across 50 states without ever picking up
a phone. Plus, custom branding for agents
means they establish themselves as the
ultimate resource.

Help agents protect their sellers with
guided form applications for seller
disclosures, directly from Transactions.
Plus, with legal protection for sellers after
the fact, agents can make sure they’re
protected for years to come.

Perfect closing gifts every time.
Help agents build rapport and attract
referrals with an automated way to
find and send personalized closing gifts
their clients will love—right from within
Transactions. Plus, agents can add custom
branding to all their gifts for that extra
personal touch.

